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One of the Top 3 companies in our 
industry. Globally leading in smart 
and secure access solutions.

CHF 2.5 billion
net sales in 2019/20

Stock-listed
SIX Swiss Exchange 
(DOKA)

Sustainable
entrepreneurship

> 130
countries

~ 15,000
employees

> 150
years of experience
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Who we are

演示者
演示文稿备注
dormakaba offers products, solutions, and services related to doors and secure access to buildings and rooms – in our industry we are one of the top 3 companies worldwide. We are working in over 130 countries with around 15,000 employees and numerous cooperation partners.dormakaba Group is headquartered in Rümlang (Zurich / Switzerland) and generated an annual turnover of CHF 2.5 billion in 2019/20 financial year.dormakaba originated from the merger between the two well-established companies Dorma and Kaba in 2015, and together we have more than 150 years of experience in our field. Since 1995 we are stock-listed at SIX Swiss Exchange. Our shareholder structure supports a focus on long-term strategic and sustainable development.We are committed to sustainable development and entrepreneurship – not only to safeguard the environment, but also to meet our social responsibility and support communities worldwide.



dormakaba stands for a broad offering of 
products, solutions, and services 
for smart and secure access to buildings 
and rooms from a single source.

dormakaba was created by merging the two 
well-established brands Dorma and Kaba.

Alongside the dormakaba brand, the Group’s
portfolio contains a number of other brands.
They provide a wide range of security and access 
related products and thereby complete the offer
of dormakaba.
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Who we are

We make access in life smart and secure

演示者
演示文稿备注
The brand dormakaba was created by merging the two well-established brands Dorma (Germany) and Kaba (Switzerland).Both brands have been well-known and trusted for their expertise in the area of access solutions.Nevertheless, the Group’s portfolio also contains a number of other brands, and a wide range of security and access related products complete our offer.Some of our brands are leaders in their field of activity, such as BEST in access solutions in North America; Silca as the world’s number one producer of key blanks and key cutting machines or Modernfold as a renowned player in the area of movable walls. Additional information for brands:DORMA HÜPPEDorma Hüppe is a leading provider of high-quality partition systems, e.g. for hotels, convention centers, banks, and trade fairs. �MODERNFOLDModernfold delivers high-quality, custom movable wall solutions from start to finish since 1925, dominant in the American market.�SKYFOLDSkyfold is the first developer of automated vertical folding wall systems with a strong presence in the North American market. �Ilco Ilco is a leading provider of high-quality key blanks, ranging from original equipment keys for the automobile industry to aftermarket keysSILCASilca is a global specialist in designing and producing innovative, top performing key duplication equipment as well as key blanks.BESTBest offers a broad range of mechanical security solutions as well as wireless and cloud-based electronic locks. �KilargoKilargo is one of the leading brands in producing and selling a wide range of fire, smoke, and sound containment solutions based in Australia. �madinozMadinoz is an Australian-origin company offering a comprehensive range of distinct architectural door hardware and bathroom accessories.�PROBUCKProbuck is a leading brand in the digital door lock market in China. 
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Who we are

The Executive Committee 

Stefano
Zocca

COO 
Key & Wall Solutions

Sabrina 
Soussan

CEO

演示者
演示文稿备注
The Executive Committee consists of eight members that combine a wide range of professional expertise and experience as well as nationalities. 
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Dividend 10.50
CHF per share

Net sales 2,539.8
million CHF

Organic sales -6.9%

EBITDA margin 12.8%

R&D investment 4.4%
of sales

EBITDA 325.0
million CHF

https://report.dormakaba.com/2019_20More information:
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Who we are

Financial year 2019/20 (1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020): 
results impacted by Covid-19 pandemic

https://report.dormakaba.com/2019_20
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Our pool shareholders, connected to dormakaba 
through the histories of Dorma and Kaba, 
stand for long-term focus and stability. 

• Stock-listed at SIX Swiss Exchange, Zurich, 
since November 1995: DOKA

• Issued shares: 4,200,026

• Market capitalization: approx. CHF 2.2 billion 
(as of 30 June 2020) 

Switzerland
~31%

Pool Shareholders 
29% 

Foreign
~13%

Dispo
~27%

Shareholder structure
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Who we are

Our ownership structure supports long-term focus

演示者
演示文稿备注
Almost one-third of our shares are held by our so-called pool shareholders, which is a group combining the founders’ families of Dorma and Kaba. They support the long-term orientation of our strategy and business activities. One third of shares are held by Swiss shareholders, around 13% by foreign shareholders. In this context I would like to highlight a specific shareholder, who holds substantial stakes in dormakaba.This is the worlds largest investment fund, the Norwegian government’s fund for responsible investment. dormakaba is recognized as a sustainable business which is a prerequisite for this fund to invest in a company. They hold around 2% of our total shares. Amongst others, one of the criteria is also, if a company behaves according to good corporate governance. And last but not least the category “Dispo”: We do not have any information on these investors. They prefer not to disclose their identity.
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Urbanization Increasing prosperity
in emerging markets

Demographic 
change

Technology SustainabilityIncreasing need 
for security
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Growth drivers shaping 
our industry

Our industry

演示者
演示文稿备注
The world is changing, and a number of growth drivers are shaping our industry. Key for dormakaba are: Urbanization, Technology, Increasing need for security, Demographic change and Increasing prosperity in emerging markets. This is the story around our growth drivers:More and more people move to and live in urban areas, with cities growing into megacities. This development requires new infrastructure and sophisticated solutions to manage the people flow within and outside buildings.Following the technological development new solutions and business models have also emerged and match new needs. Digitalization is the new normal. In some parts of the world, the population is aging, which has consequences for building requirements – for example in multi-housing complexes.Overall the world population is growing steadily and prosperity in emerging markets increases. More and more people can afford to travel or buy an apartment or a home. And in the similar pace demand for security around the globe is rising. Trusted access solutions can play a role to meet all these different needs. And last but not least: To become an industry leader and to create trust in its business activities, dormakaba offers innovative and sustainable products, services, and solutions. Increasingly, responsible business practices and environmentally-friendly products are required by the building industry, customers, partners, legislators, and end-users. Sustainability is thus one of the foundations to becoming recognized as a trusted industry leader. That is why sustainability has been anchored as a cornerstone of the company’s corporate strategy. 
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Economic, technological and social 
developments impact the industries
we supply in different ways. 

From automated doors in healthcare 
facilities to ensuring people flow in retail 
and airports to digital building management 
in smart offices – we provide custom-
tailored solutions in each sector. 
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Understanding trends in these sectors 
is key to aligning our offering 
with our customers’ needs. 

Our industry

We offer in-depth knowledge and expertise to diverse sectors

Residential

Rail

Multi-Family-
Housing

Government

Hospitality

Financial 
industries

Utilities/
Telecoms

Airports

Education

Offices

Facilities

Healthcare
Retail

演示者
演示文稿备注
Proximity to our customers and knowing their needs of today and tomorrow is our goal. Based on our technological expertise we strive to offer solutions that match the different requirements in the various sectors.     Just two examples: healthcare facilities with their numerous internal and external entrances to departments and areas used by staff, patients, suppliers, and visitors require a delicate balance between freedom and security. Here, our comprehensive access control systems, combined with security doors, automatic doors, fire doors, and time-recording devices, ensure optimum security and efficiency without compromising people’s movement.Or, in the hospitality industry, the main issues are future-proofing properties and improving overall guest satisfaction, creating the perfect first impression, enhancing brand loyalty, and have guests coming back time after time. To this end, dormakaba provides integrated access and security solutions, including Entrance systems, Perimeter access control, Electronic hotel locks, Interior glass systems, Access management software, Mobile access solutions, Doors & door hardware, and Moveable walls.   Other projects might be more appropriate as an example depending on the audience.
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Delivering comprehensive 
access solutions and services 
worldwide

Preferred brands, 
trusted for generations

Expertise at every 
phase 

Iconic references 
around the globe
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Broad product & 
solutions portfolio 

Global sales and 
services presence

Awarded 
product design

What we offer

演示者
演示文稿备注
dormakaba offers a comprehensive portfolio of products, solutions, and services. We act as a “one-stop-shop” for our customers and support them throughout every development phase of their building project – from the initial consultation to the maintenance of installed products. The example of airports illustrates well, how broad our offering is. There are two main concerns when considering airport security - people flow and access control. However, any solution also needs to meet the needs of staff and visitors and offer a fast and user-friendly experience. It also needs to fit the aesthetics of the airport and not distract from creating an open and welcoming space. And last but not least it needs to support efficiency in processes for the airport management enterprise.As a consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic the airports are confronted with altered conditions and need to adapt to specific areas of infrastructure and service. Further increased efficiency of processes or the integration of touchless technology to protect the health and safety of employees and travelers move into the focus.dormakaba has extensive experience in providing airport solutions, including Public or staff entrances, Perimeter security, Self-boarding gates, One-way corridors or Emergency exits. Travel by plane has increased steadily since the early 2000s. With that growth comes a rising need for smart access systems to make air travel smoother and more secure and efficient for passengers and minimize the queues at check-in counters, security checks, and gates. At Singapore Changi Airport, for example, dormakaba implemented biometric identification and facial recognition solutions for making these efficiencies possible. But there are a lot more dormakaba products and solutions you can find in Changi Airport: Tripod barriers, door furniture, self–boarding gates, fully automatic mobile glass dividing systems, one-way corridors, mechatronic cylinders or revolving doors.[Other projects might be more appropriate as an example depending on the audience.]



Door Hardware

Electronic Access & Data

Entrance Systems

Interior Glass Systems
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Long-life, attractive door technology solutions – for greater
on-site convenience, easy assembly, and reliable functionality
from a single source.

Electronic access control and workforce management –
for efficient access management, security, and data collection.

Automated crowd flow and access control – for convenient, safe 
and secure access and egress.

High-quality system solutions made from glass –
for a wide range of everyday and office applications.
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What we offer

Smart and secure access solutions from a single source

演示者
演示文稿备注
The offering of dormakaba covers most aspects of safe and secure access to buildings and rooms. On this and the next two slides, you see the range of our offering.



Lodging Systems

Mechanical Key Systems

Safe Locks

Key Systems

Hotel locks and locking systems as well as access management 
solutions for holiday homes – for reliable yet convenient and 
efficient protection of all kinds of property.

Optimal security with flexible allocation of access rights –
for the best possible control, low costs, and greater convenience. 

Security locks – for optimal protection of goods, valuables, 
information, or hazardous substances against unauthorized access.

Key blanks and key-cutting machines as well as automotive 
solutions ranging from vehicle keys up to programming 
devices – for every access situation.
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What we offer

Smart and secure access solutions from a single source



Movable Walls

Services

Digital Solutions 

Flexible, efficient partition wall solutions – for individual 
space configuration in hotels, conference centers, studios 
and other venues.

Customized service and maintenance – for the sustained 
function of all kinds of access solutions.

Digital products complement and enhance the core business 
with digital features, for example by enabling connectivity –
to make the customer experience more digital, convenient 
and efficient.
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What we offer

Smart and secure access solutions from a single source
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Maintenance Consulting

Operation

Realization

Planning

Our Services
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What we offer

We support customers at every stage of their project and beyond

演示者
演示文稿备注
We provide services throughout the full building lifecycle – for our customers’ peace of mind.On top of tailor-made services and customized maintenance that ensure the long-term functional integrity of our access and security solutions, we also offer the following: Implementation services including consulting, solution engineering, project management, installation of the actual product, commissioning and user training, preventive and reactive maintenance of hardware and software, repairs, and the supply of spare parts as well as continuous upgrades and modernization.
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Barangaroo Business District, Sydney (Australia)

Galaxy Soho Office Building, Beijing (China)

One World Trade Center, New York (USA)

Marina Bay Sands Hotel, Singapore

Elbphilharmonie, Hamburg (Germany)

Aalt Stadhaus, Differdange (Luxembourg)

The Squaire Airport Business Center, 
Frankfurt (Germany)

Hedges Ave Residence, Gold Coast (Australia)

Liondes Chalets, St. Vigil (Italy)

Around the world, 
cutting-edge buildings and 
complex facilities rely on our 
convenient, secure, and attractive 
access systems. 

These references highlight 
the quality and flexibility 
of our products, solutions 
and services. 
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What we offer

Groundbreaking projects are built with our solutions

演示者
演示文稿备注
These are just a few examples of buildings around the world that contain our access solutions. For example, the Galaxy Soho Office building in Beijing was designed by Zaha Hadid, and the impressive main and side entrances feature high-quality revolving doors from dormakaba. In the interior, BTS 80 and BTS 75 floor springs and door closers of type TS 93 G and ITS 96 GSR in the Contur design ensure convenient and safe user passage. dormakaba fire and smoke check door solutions were selected for emergency exit and escape route safety.Another example: THE SQUAIRE in Frankfurt is Germany‘s largest office building. It contains dormakaba sliding doors and ITS 96 door closers, while safety and security is provided by dormakaba emergency exit control systems and SVP locks.
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As technology evolves, 
we create new opportunities 

Innovation

Connected 
Products

Connected Customers 
& Partners

Connected 
Company

Connected 
Services

演示者
演示文稿备注
Over the decades we have continuously driven innovation in our industry with several ground-breaking new products, such as the first reversible cylinder lock in 1934, or a self-boarding gate for airports in 2009. And also today, dormakaba can drive innovation in the global digital age through connecting and digitalizing processes and services:In the course of digital transformation at dormakaba, we connect ourselves with customers and partners, e.g. in our Virtual Design Center.We also connect our products, for example by allowing doors to be controlled via smartphone.And finally, we get connected ourselves, for example by implementing smart production facilities as part of Industry 4.0.The overlap of these three circles of connectivity results in many new types of connected services.The dormakaba digital incubator unit drives the development of Connected Services and corresponding new business models. It is headed by our CTO Andreas Häberli, and the team comprises digital transformation experts. The unit’s base is Switzerland, and further locations include Singapore and Montreal.Products such as door hardware, entrance systems, lodging systems, or safe locks are dormakaba‘s core business.dormakaba digital complements and enhances our core business with digital features, for example, to enable connectivity.So are products like automatic doors enhanced with an IoT Connector to make them cloud-ready. The collected data can be used for analytics, predictive maintenance, etc.



We are proud of our tradition in smart access and security solutions 
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Innovation

1862
Founding of 
a workshop for 
locks and safes

1934
Patent registration 
for reversible 
key lock

2000/01
Acquisition 
of Unican

2009
First worldwide 
airport e-gates 
for selfboarding

2015
Merger of
Dorma and Kaba

1908
Founding of 
Dörken & 
Mankel KG

1950
Entry into the 
door closer 
market

1962
Production of the 
first automatic
operators

2002
Entry into the 
mobile partition
systems business

2016/17
Acquisitions 
in North America

2015/16
First cloud-based 
access solutions

2017
Acquisition 
of Skyfold

2019
Rated EcoVadis Gold 
for sustainability 
management

2018/19
Building a 
digital business 
of ecosystems

演示者
演示文稿备注
It all started in 1862 with the founding of a workshop for locks and safes (Kaba). Dorma‘s company history began in 1908.Throughout their history, both companies have driven innovation in their industry with several ground-breaking new products, such as the first reversible cylinder lock in 1934, or a self-boarding gate for airports in 2009. In 2015 came together what belongs together: The merger of former Dorma and former Kaba was based on a very solid strategic fit and created one of the leaders of our industry. Today, dormakaba represents the best of both worlds: A tradition in a family-owned business and a global group as an industry leader that can drive innovation in the global digital age. The mechanical cylinder lock was invented in 1850 by Linus Yale, and for more than a century, it remained the standard technology. Only in the last 30 years, we have seen a shift to electronic access systems. Right now, we are witnessing a second technology shift: from electronic systems to cloud-based solutions, which consequently enable completely new solutions and business models. However, the new technology does not simply replace the traditional ones – they complement them and represent new opportunities for our industry. Mechanical, electronic and cloud-based products will continue to co-exist. To us, this means that we have to be experts in all three. And throughout our almost 160-year history, we at dormakaba have driven innovation without forgetting our traditional core business. In doing so, we evolved from a mechanical product vendor to a strategic business partner for the digital age.It would take too far to cover all milestones of our history of industrial progress. We are proud of what all our former colleagues have achieved – some of their innovations and projects today are cornerstones of technology development on a global level. [Elaborate some important milestones depending on the audience]1862 Founding of a workshop for locks and safes Franz Bauer founds a company for cash registers in Zurich (Switzerland). Recent legislation has made it obligatory for all firms to keep their accounts safe from fire. The demand for safes is high.1908 Founding of Dörken & Mankel KG Rudolf Mankel and Wilhelm Dörken found Dörken & Mankel KG in Ennepetal (Germany) – later called Dorma – and introduce swing door hinges to the German market, which become their main product.1934 Patent registration for reversible key lock Fritz Schori invents the first cylinder lock with a reversible key. Bauer AG patents the lock and names it ”Kassenbauer“ – in short: Kaba.1950 Entry into the door closer market The TS 50 overhead door closer marks the starting point into the door closer business. Many successful improvements follow, creating a wide product portfolio of door hardware. 1960 Invention of the pushbutton lock The pushbutton lock is a global novelty and allows authorized access to users with an individual PIN code. It becomes the industry standard in the US market.1962 Production of the first automatic operators Dorma took the first steps towards automatic door systems following an industry trend for more comfort and security in buildings. 1976 Glass fittings introduced into the product portfolio Dorma starts manufacturing and offering novel glass fittings reducing the risk of glass breakage during glass processing.1978 Establishment of international production facilities The first production plant abroad is set up in Singapore to manufacture door closers. In the following years Dorma acquires a site in Reamstown (USA), and sets up a site in São Paulo (Brazil).1995 Kaba goes publicBefore the Initial Public Offering (IPO), the Bauer Holding AG unifies its company subsidiaries under the new name of Kaba Holding AG.2000/01 Acquisition of UnicanBy acquiring the Canadian Unican Group, Kaba becomes a world leader in high-security locks, hotel locks, pushbutton locks and key systems (including key cutting machines and key blanks).2002 Entry into the mobile partition systems business With the acquisition of Hüppe Form Raumtrennsysteme in Europe and Modernfold Inc. in the USA, Dorma becomes the world market leader in mobile partition systems.2009 First worldwide airport e-gates for self-boardingAfter new IATA regulations Lufthansa initiates a development project with Kaba. The first e-gates for automated self boarding are installed at FrankfurtAirport (Germany).2015 Merger of Dorma and Kaba dormakaba emerges as one of the world’s top three players in access control, security solutions and services. The comprehensive product portfolio is now available from a single source.2015/16 First cloud-based access solutions dormakaba expands its portfolio with solutions where access is granted via cloud to mobile devices, and starts offering ‚Access as a Service‘; first examples are Mobile Access and exivo. 2016/17 Acquisitions in North America With the acquisitions of Mesker Openings Group and Stanley Black & Decker’s Mechanical Security businesses, dormakaba expands its presence in the attractive market North America.2017dormakaba acquires Skyfold, the world leader in acoustic vertically folding retractable walls. Skyfold provides rooms with highly space flexibility and compliments dormakaba's offering.2018/19 The newly founded unit ‚dormakaba digital‘ develops digital products and services based on open platforms and ecosystems leveraging the possibilities of connectingthe „Internets“ of People and Things.2019Starting a journey in 2013 by becoming a member of the UN Global Compact, dormakaba is now awarded a gold medal by EcoVadis, a third-party assessment for monitoring sustainability in global supply chains



We continuously drive innovation in our industry

To ensure innovation leadership, we invest above-
average 4–5% of annual sales in R&D.

Many of our products have been awarded due to their 
function, look, and sustainability.

As an innovation leader, we take an active role in the digital 
transformation of our industry. Recent innovations include:

• Switch™ Tech platform 
(retrofitting electronic access control)

• Mobile Access Solutions
(access via smartphone)

• ES Proline
(a new generation of sliding door drive units)

• FleXline
(the first fully automated key cutting system)
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More Information: dormakaba.com/en/about-us/innovation
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Innovation

演示者
演示文稿备注
With several R&D competence centers located around the world, we ensure high market proximity and continuous impetus for innovation. About 750 employees work in R&D, from mechanical engineers, electronics specialists up to Cyber Security experts. And we spend 4 to 5% of our annual sales on R&D – more than our competition. Our designs offer not only high user comfort and long-term operational reliability but also integration into the design concept of the respective room, intuitive user guidance and simple operation. Many of our products have been acclaimed due to their function and streamlined look but also based on their ecological and sustainability credentials. These are some of our latest innovations: Mobile Access SolutionsMobile Access Solutions offers state-of-the-art technology to securely issue, revoke and update digital credentials on mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets, smartwatches. Using best-in-class Legic Connect cloud technology, these credentials can be used across dormakaba’s line of RFID and BLE access control products to access hotel rooms, residential units, university accommodations, and other protected facilities such as laboratories, server rooms, remote utilities, and commercial buildings.Switch™ Core by BESTThe new Switch™ Tech platform extends electronic access control to applications previously not practical by offering a digital replacement for mechanical keys and mechanical small format interchangeable cores. Switch Core is ideal for retrofitting electronic control into existing doors on interior rooms, closets, cabinets, and cases, extending access control further than previously possible.ES ProlineES Proline is a new generation of sliding door drive units differing from previous generations by its strong user-centered approach. The units now offer added value by consuming less energy, directly integrating door sensors behind their blinds and with improved speed and smoothness. The whole unit can now be controlled via mobile app. FleXline, the first fully automated key cutting systemWe reinvented the way we produce our keys. Fully automated manufacturing with the assistance of robots that transport the raw material and the semi- and finished goods from machine to machine. This enables us to 24/7 manufacturing and improves the quality. 

https://www.dormakaba.com/en/about-us/innovation


How we continuously improve our products and services
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Identify 
requirements of 
customers with 
Design Thinking

Develop and test 
new ideas with 
Lean Startup

Quick adaption 
to customer 
needs with 
established 

methods

Customer feedback 
and connected 
products lead to 

continuous 
improvement 

Life cycle 
management

Innovation is focused on solving our customers’ pain 
points. We aim to create a wow-effect for our customers 
when they see the benefits of our solutions.

We achieve that by identifying and meeting their needs at 
every stage during product development and life cycle. 
Our focus lies on

• Value-driven offering

• Connecting products 

• Data-driven support and feedback

• Predictive product maintenance

• Embedment of our solutions in digital eco-systems

We explore new and flexible business models from classical 
sales to new opportunities like pay per use or solution as a 
service. 

Customer 

Innovation

演示者
演示文稿备注
We are focused on solving our customers’ pain points and addressing their needs. To develop innovative products such as Mobile Access or ES PROLINE, we follow a continuous improvement process combining well-established methods.  In the innovation process of dormakaba, the customer and his needs become the center of all activities. After identifying their requirements and pain points, we develop solutions following different well-established methodologies and hence are capable to adapt quickly to the fast-changing needs of our target groups. Later in the innovation cycle, we continuously improve our solutions and services with the help of feedback from our customers and the data we receive from their digitally connected products. With such information, we can predict potential product issues before they actually occur and thus, we can prevent outages. Discovering a problem before it occurs enables us to plan service work in time and therefore safe money and hassles for our customers. All these experiences are then again being considered to further develop our existing and new generations of products.During the whole life cycle we keep our products up to date (e.g. with bug fixes, security enhancements...). Digitally connected products even enable us to offer remote service without any action to be taken by the customer. Furthermore, with the connectivity of our products and solutions, the interaction with products of other manufacturers becomes possible. As a result, digital eco-systems are created which offer additional value to our customers that a single product is not able to.



Open platforms allow for new forms of connectivity
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Where several platforms interact, 
entire new digital ecosystems emerge.

We develop digital products and 
services based on open platforms that 
can connect and share data with others.

For example

• Hospitality services

• Rental services

• Delivery services

• Building management

• Co-working platforms
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Innovation

演示者
演示文稿备注
We develop digital products and services that interact with other platforms. This way, entire digital ecosystems emerge.We also act as a platform orchestrator and are collaborating with industry-leading companies, such as SAP, SportsNow, and Marriott. For example SportsNow, a company that helps gyms and sports centers to digitize their booking system and membership management, already use our access management platform exivo to improve both security and the customer experience and operate more profitably. Gym providers who use our access solutions can connect their SportsNow administration system with their dormakaba access system.Another example: dormakaba connects its jay cloud platform with the HR platform of SAP. In real-time, customers using the system can easily allocate access rights and record their employees’ working hours.

https://any2any.co/
https://www.marriott.com/
https://www.etennis.at/
https://www.sportsnow.ch/
https://www.sap.com/
https://fairmanager.de/de/
https://mivune.com/
https://www.ecjob-online.com/
https://www.ishap.at/
https://www.clarityhk.com/
https://www.cobot.me/
http://www.dashcom.ch/
http://smartplace.ch/
https://www.briefkasten.de/
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We safeguard buildings, 
communities, and nature

Environmental 
sustainability

Social 
responsibility

Economic 
accountability 
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Sustainability

演示者
演示文稿备注
Sustainability has been anchored as a foundation of our strategic pillars.We seek an open, transparent dialogue with all stakeholders to define strategies and actions based on clear targets and continuous improvement.And, we transparently report on our progress.Sustainability to us means to safeguard the environment and our communities and to act with integrity. We are committed to foster a sustainable development along our entire value chain in line with our economic, environmental, and social responsibilities toward current and future generations.We see opportunities to contribute to eight of the UN Sustainable Development Goals bases on our business operations. Our sustainability efforts focus on four areas: Process & Production: We seek to reduce the environmental impact of production and adhere to environmental laws and regulations. We strive to ensure a healthy and safe workplace and to safeguard our customers’ right to privacy and security.Products: We are dedicated to producing high-quality, reliable products and solutions, as well as supporting the health and safety of end-users through good practice in product development. We aim to reduce our customers’ environmental burdens by designing materially- and energy-efficient products.People: We offer fair working conditions in which our employees can leverage on their strengths and build their skills. We foster an engaged workforce where we have the right people in the right roles.Transparency: We are committed to being a socially responsible corporate citizen and to upholding the principles of international conventions, laws, and internal rules and regulations. We also expect our suppliers and business partners to adhere to similar standards and rules.



A foundation of our business strategy

We are committed to foster a sustainable development 
along our entire value chain in line with our economic, 
environmental and social responsibilities 
toward current and future generations.

• Sustainable development and production of products

• Responsible dealings with employees and business partners

• Transparent reporting through recognized standards:
− Global Reporting Initiatives Standards
− Carbon Disclosure Project

• dormakaba is part of the following initiatives:
− UN Global Compact
− Responsible Labor Initiative
− Science-Based Targets Initiative
− US Green Building Council & German Green Building Council

More Information: dormakaba.com/en/about-us/sustainability
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Sustainability

演示者
演示文稿备注
Sustainability is one of the key success factors to become the trusted industry leader.That is why sustainability has been anchored as a foundation of our strategic pillars.We seek an open, transparent dialogue with all stakeholders to define strategies and actions based on clear targets and continuous improvement.And, we transparently report on our progress.In 2019, dormakaba has been awarded a gold medal for sustainability by EcoVadis, placing the company in the top 5% of its sector. EcoVadis is a leading provider for sustainability monitoring.Through participation in various sustainability initiatives and organizations, we collaborate with others on further developing sustainability in our value chainUN Global CompactThe UN Global Compact is a principle-based framework for businesses committed to ten principles in the areas of human rights, labor, the environment, and anti-corruption.Science-Based Targets Initiativedormakaba has committed to set a science-based carbon emissions reduction targets through the Science Based Targets initiative in the financial year 2020/21Responsible Labor InitiativeA multi-industry, multi-stakeholder initiative focused on ensuring that the rights of workers vulnerable to forced labor in global supply chains are respectedUS Green Building Council & German Green Building CouncilMembership organizations that promote sustainability in building design, construction, and operation.

https://www.dormakaba.com/en/about-us/sustainability


We contribute to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
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These eight SDG‘s are the most aligned to our sustainability strategy.
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Sustainability

演示者
演示文稿备注
Many Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) cannot be solved without corporate leadership. At dormakaba, we see an opportunity to contribute to eight SDGs through our sustainability initiatives. These eight are based on the targets from the SDGs that are linked to our 17 defined material topics. How we contribute: SDG 3 Good health and well-being: We provide our customers with transparent product declarations on the materials used, including those under the Health Product Declaration and Declare standards. We continuously work to reduce the use of hazardous materials in our production processes, and our filter systems ensure that potentially hazardous substances are not released externally. SDG 4 Quality education: We provide our employees with regular vocational training on topics such as lean management, health and safety, and product offerings. Additionally, we partner with local schools and universities by offering apprenticeships and internships as well as work-study programs. SDG 6 Clean water and sanitation:  We have strong controls on wastewater treatment because we are working with metallic ions that need to be captured, consolidated, and disposed of properly before discharging the cleaned process water back into the environment. We have mapped our production facilities for the degree of water stress and scarcity in their communities, with a plan to focus our water reduction activities in those in areas of high water stress. SDG 7 Affordable and clean energy: We currently source renewable energy for around 40% of our locations and we are focused on increasing our use of renewable energy as a central component of our strategy to reduce our carbon emissions.SDG 8 Decent work and economic growth: We are committed to providing our employees with fair working conditions. This entails fulfilling our duty of care for our employees in terms of healthy working environments, fair compensation, and full respect for the ILO core labor standards. We also have set expectations in our supply chain to maintain decent work conditions as enshrined in our Supplier Code of Conduct and that are part of our supplier risk assessments. SDG 9 Industry, innovation, and infrastructure: We aim to increase the resource-use efficiencies of our products and invest in the development of life-cycle assessments. SDG 12 Responsible consumption and production: We monitor our waste by treatment method and by waste type. Over 70% of the waste stream was recycled, reused, or recovered.SDG 13 Climate action:  we have conducted a climate change vulnerability mapping exercise, based on climate change modeling up to the year 2060. The mapping revealed that 45 dormakaba locations are vulnerable to the physical impacts of climate extremes and future changes in climate over the next three decades. We aim to develop appropriate awareness-raising materials in the near term, together with local management.



Sustainability progress in the financial year 2019/20 in strategic focus areas
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Sustainability

Emissions avoided through 
green electricity purchase 
and energy efficiency

16,400
tonnes CO2

Statement of Commitment
on Human Rights published

ISO 14001 certified 
manufacturing sites

36%
of baseline
FY 2017/18

Environmental Product
Declarations published

13

Products with 
environmental and/or
health product declarations

19%
of revenue share

Process & Production Products People Transparency

Suppliers invited for
sustainability assessment

475Manufacturing sites with
health & safety
management systems

73%

Participation rate in 
employee survey
dormakaba dialogue

80%
of full-time equivalent
employees



50% 30%
target target

100%
target

演示者
演示文稿备注
Our sustainability strategy comprises of four focus areas Process & Production: We seek to reduce the environmental impact of production and adhere to environmental laws and regulations. We strive to ensure a healthy and safe workplace and to safeguard our customers’ right to privacy and security.Products: We are dedicated to producing high-quality, reliable products and solutions, as well as supporting the health and safety of end users through good practice in product development. We aim to reduce our customers’ environmental burdens by designing materially- and energy-efficient products.People: We offer fair working conditions in which our employees can leverage their strengths and build their skills. We foster an engaged workforce where we have the right people in the right roles.Transparency: We are committed to being a socially responsible corporate citizen and to upholding the principles of international conventions, laws, and internal rules and regulations. We also expect our suppliers and business partners to adhere to similar standards and rules.We make good progress overall and with regards to set KPIs.
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Trust is what guides us 
in every aspect of business
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Values-based 
working culture

Code of Conduct 
as fundament for 
all employees

Collaboration within 
one global team

Trust

演示者
演示文稿备注
At dormakaba, we create trust in our interactions - both internally with colleagues and externally with customers, partners, and investors or the communities of our business locations. Our customers, employees, and the general public can trust that we uphold the highest standards in business dealings, manufacturing, and sustainability requirements. To us, this is what Trust is about, and it is not only what our brand stands for but the central aspect of our value system within the company. Other values we live every day are:Customer FirstCuriosityPerformanceCourage



Anchored in our brand promise “Trust”, 
we strive for being the trusted industry leader. 

Our mission is to make access in life smart and secure.

We reaffirm our brand promise by acting according to 
our values.
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Customer First
Curiosity
Performance
Courage
Trust
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Trust

Our ambition derives from the values we live every day 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Trust is our brand promise. We want our customers as well as the people who use our products to be able to trust in our solutions – that’s what we call trusted access. Other values that are important to us are:Customer first: What we do is always focused on your needs as our customers, partners, and users.Curiosity: Our constant scouting of and seeking out trends is the basis for our development of future-oriented solutions.Performance: We go the extra mile to ensure the satisfaction of our stakeholders and set high standards in terms of security, quality, and reliability.Courage: We are committed to continuously developing solutions that generate genuine added value for our stakeholders.These values carry significant weight in our day-to-day interactions. We actively support their understanding and implementation in every part of our business.
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We rely on employees who have the courage 
to ask questions and the passion to supply 
the solutions of tomorrow.

As an employer, dormakaba offers

• a vivid culture of feedback and dialogue

• systematic further employee development 
which focusses on strengths

• regular employee surveys and team workshops

• compensation that encourages excellence

• an international working environment

More Information: www.dormakaba.com/en/career
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Trust

Trust in our people is the basis of our success

演示者
演示文稿备注
Trust is the defining component of our relationship with our employees worldwide. If we want our people to have the courage to innovate and maintain a questioning mindset, we must trust them and earn their trust in return.We help our employees to develop further – in their professional careers as well as in their personal life.We do whatever it takes to create a motivating work atmosphere.We take care of one another and treat each other in an honest, fair, and appreciative way.Colleagues are supporters and managers are mentors.Openness, respect, and the willingness to learn from each other characterize the way we work together.

http://www.dormakaba.com/en/career


If you want to find out more, visit us on one of our channels
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Website: 
www.dormakaba.com

Blog: 
blog.dormakaba.com

Newsroom: 
newsroom.dormakaba.com

Career: 
www.dormakaba.com/en/career

Annual Report 2019/20: 
report.dormakaba.com/2019_20

Sustainability Report 2019/20: 
report.dormakaba.com/sustainability
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Engage with us!

演示者
演示文稿备注
This now brings me to the end of this presentation. I hope I could provide some interesting facts about dormakaba. If you want to find out more, please visit us on one of our channels.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoiGIwaHPigPttRi_KsGhyA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dormakaba/
https://www.instagram.com/dormakaba/
https://www.facebook.com/dormakabaGLOBAL/
https://twitter.com/dormakaba
https://www.dormakaba.com/en/news-media/email-sign-up
http://www.dormakaba.com/
http://blog.dormakaba.com/
https://newsroom.dormakaba.com/
http://www.dormakaba.com/en/career
https://report.dormakaba.com/2019_20
https://report.dormakaba.com/sustainability
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Integrated product & 
solutions portfolio

Innovation leadership
in access solutions 

Sustainable and 
future-oriented 
entrepreneurship

Global presence with 
~ 15,000 employees

Worldwide top three 
market position

Industry experience 
since 150+ years

dormakaba 
Trusted Access
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Thank you
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Financial year 2019/20

Template industry / vertical focus

Template reference project

Template product/solution

Appendix
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Financial year 2019/20
(1 July 2019 – 30 June 2020)
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Dividend 10.50
CHF per share

EBITDA 325.0
million CHF

Net sales 2,539.8
million CHF

Organic sales -6.9%

EBITDA margin 12.8% R&D investment 4.4%
of sales

Who we are
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Comprehensive portfolio of 
products, solutions, and services
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What we offer



Reference project –
Abtei Michaelsberg Siegburg
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur
sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod
tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore magna 
aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua. 

Fire safety

Emergency exit

Accessibility

• At vero eos et accusam

• et justo duo dolores et ea rebum

• stet clita kasd gubergren
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What we offer



Product/ Solution–
Argus sensor barrier
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur
sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod
tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore magna 
aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua. 

Fire safety

Emergency exit

Accessibility

• At vero eos et accusam

• et justo duo dolores et ea rebum

• stet clita kasd gubergren
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What we offer



Disclaimer
This communication contains certain forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, those using the words “believes”, “assumes”, “expects” or formulations of a similar kind. 
Such forward-looking statements are made on the basis of assumptions and expectations that the company believes to be reasonable at this time, but may prove to be erroneous. 
Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements because, by their nature, they are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which could lead to 
substantial differences between the actual future results, the financial situation, the development or performance of the company or the Group and those either expressed or implied 
by such statements. Such factors include, but are not limited to:

the general economic conditions / impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic / competition from other companies / the effects and risks of new technologies / the company’s continuing capital 
requirements / financing costs / delays in the integration of the merger or acquisitions / changes in the operating expenses / currency and raw material price fluctuations / the 
company’s ability to recruit and retain / qualified employees / political risks in countries where the company operates / changes in applicable law / and other factors identified in this 
communication

Should one or more of these risks, uncertainties or other factors materialize, or should any underlying assumption or expectation prove incorrect, actual outcomes may vary 
substantially from those indicated. In view of these risks, uncertainties or other factors, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements. Except 
as required by applicable law or regulation, the company accepts no obligation to continue to report or update such forward-looking statements or adjust them to future events or 
developments. It should be noted that past performance is not a guide to future performance. Please also note that interim results are not necessarily indicative of the full-year results. 
Persons requiring advice should consult an independent adviser.

This communication does not constitute an offer or an invitation for the sale or purchase of securities in any jurisdiction.

dormakaba®, dorma+kaba®, Kaba®, Dorma®, Ilco®, LEGIC®, Silca®, BEST®, Skyfold, Modernfold, dorma Hüppe, etc. are registered trademarks of the dormakaba Group. Due to 
country-specific constraints or marketing considerations, some of the dormakaba Group products and systems may not be available in every market.
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